A n opening word about cento poems. Although cento in Latin means "patchwork", and in Italian means "a hundred", the cento poem need not have a hundred lines, nor need it be a piece of patchwork. Well-composed, a cento poem is an original weaving together of lines selected from many poems and many poets, lines selected to develop and amplify a theme. The ancient Greeks composed centos to honour Homer, and the Romans did so to honour Virgil (Lehman D. "These Fragments I Have Shored". 
Ecce Medicus
Behold The Physician When that immortal hospital made one more move to soothe
The cureless counted body (Dylan Thomas) There was a man who Sorrow named his friend And he, of his high comrade Sorrow dreaming Cried all his story to the dewdrops glistening But naught they heard, for they are always listening, The dewdrops, for the sounds of their own dropping (William Butler Yeals) But sometimes when your breath plumes in the frost it takes the shape of Diogenes with his lantern, seeking one just man (Seamus Heaney) to know there is one among us who never swerved from all his instincts told him was right action, who stood his ground in the indicative, whose boat will lift when the cloud burst happens (Seamus Heaney) What need have you to dread The monstrous crying of the wind? (William Butler Yeats) You that have not lived in thought but deed, can have the purity of a natural force for those who love the world serve it in action (William Butler Yeats) Sharper than ever the air remaining: you must breathe, breathe and be you.
You know what inscribed itself in your eye deepens our depth (Paul Celan) • Just think: This came toward [you] name-awake, hand-awake for ever from the unburiable (Paul C~l an) The cane that roots here, tomorrow will still be standing, wherever your soul plays you in unboundedness (Paul Celan) 
00
...a man unrolled The scrolls of fire that burned in his heart and head 
Who ever has lifted the sick eyelids of this age Hears everlastingly the roaring of rivers of false and desolate times. (Osip Mandelshtam) [You] have studied the science of separations True sadness sings in [you] (Osip Mandelshtam) But it will not be long Before [you] shake off sadness, Like a boy in the evening Shaking sand from his sandals (Osip Mandelshtam) Where does the rainbow end, in your soul or on the horizon? (Pablo Neruda) 
There is no path that goes all the way (Seamus Heaney) Dark is a way and light is a place (Dylan Thomas) ... and the ceremony of souls Is celebrated there, and communion between suns (Dylan Thomas) And you shall wake, from country sleep, this dawn and each first dawn, Your faith as deathless as the outcry of the ruled sun (Dylan Thomas) And may the Ancient of Days Provide for all you must do His invisible guidance Lifting up, friend, upon you The light of His countenance (W.H. Auden)
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Note: The three dots between the poem's sections indicate a shift from one poem to another of the same poet or a shift from one poet to another. The complete list of references for the poems cited is available upon request. Space restrictions did not allow printing of that list here.
